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Universal
Access &
Equality

Diversity &
Inclusion

Culture &
Heritage

PreservationEnlightenment &
Transformation

REBELheart (noun)

Definition: One who possesses the desire to provide, promote and
produce universal access to music, art, culture and
education: a risk taker: a leader: a joyful soul.

Origin: Aeolian Hall

Inspiration &
Motivation

Supporting &
Advocating

Social
Justice

Courage,
Bravery &

Perseverance

Education:
Learning,
Teaching &
Building Self

Community &
Interdependence

Pursuit of
Excellence

HONOURARY PATRON

Local and international fan favourite
andmulti instrumentalist celebrating

the workof PaulMcCartney.



SPREADINGMUSIC,
CHANGING LIVES

MUSIC EVERYWHERE,
FOR EVERYONE

OUR MISSION:

OUR VISION:

We believe that the Arts can enlighten, inspire and transform. We believe in
Universal Access to Music, Art, Culture, Education and Community. We believe that
volunteerism is the highest form of giving back to community. We present excellence
in performance and create revolutionary arts programs to build better communities. To
do this, we are brave, rebellious, justice-seeking and innovative.

In our future world everyone has the highest value for Music, Art, Culture, Education
and Community. The Aeolian becomes a leader, inspiring people to connect to their
creative abilities.

The Aeolian has been awarded “Best Live Venue” four times by the Forest City London
Music Awards, and has been selected as one of the Top 10 Halls in Canada by the CBC
Radio 3 Searchlight Contest. In 2010, The Aeolian was given a Pillar Award by The
Mayor of London for outstanding Community Contribution. The Aeolian Hall has
become a centre for research and development of arts programs with a focus on social
justice, social inclusion, and community development.

98

MISSION AND VISION WE BELIEVE...

Diversity Social Justice

TransformationSelf-actualization

Heritage



The pandemic has
not been kind to arts’
organiza�ons and
ar�sts across this
country. Many of them
will not survive the
pandemic and it is a
testament to the
dedica�on of the staff

and teachers of The Aeolian, and to the support
of our volunteers, our donors, and our
community partners, that we have been able to
con�nue our programming during these
challenging �mes.

Our Phoenix Sessions have allowed us to bring
ar�s�c performances in a new way to our
community and to provide work and hope to
our ar�sts. Our teachers have con�nued to
ensure that our students in our El Sistema
Aeolian programme have had in-person
instruc�on, when possible, and on-line
instruc�on during lockdown.

“The Aeolian remains a beacon for
diversity and an example of how
musical performance is good for a

community.”
Our Pride Men’s Chorus made a video in which
individual members recorded solo
performances on the Aeolian stage and then
this was brought together by our talented staff
into an on-line performance. We now have a
new choral conductor--Mr. Erich Knapp--a

Dr. Paul Cooper
— AHMAA Board Chair
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

What can we learn from a year of
Pandemic, heightened geopoli�cal strife, and
increasing environmental concerns? I think we
are all struggling for answers to these
ques�ons. At the Aeolian, we commi�ed to
tackling these ques�ons and ac�va�ng
solu�ons to transform community through our
mission: striving to provide universal access to
the arts and educa�on while building
community.

Many of the
ar�sts I
interviewed as
part of the
Phoenix Sessions
have talked
about returning
to an authen�c
approach to
their music:
elimina�ng the
industry
pressures of
touring and
constantly producing. Some have been
fortunate and have the tools and technology
to pivot to recording projects and livestream
concerts. Some have spoken about staying
“local” and wan�ng to get off the road
altogether. Others have ques�oned their path:
wondering “who they are” without
performing. Many have recounted colleagues
who want to get out of the business and find
something “Covid-proof” to rely on. For many,
performing in the Aeolian Phoenix Sessions
was their first �me being on stage since
COVID-19 began. There were many a tear

shed in joy. They all said how much they miss
you.

“It’s amazing how a
little tomorrow can make
up for a whole lot of

yesterday.”
- John Graves

Landscape of the Body

It is hard to put into
words the hear�elt
gra�tude we have for
your support this past
year. It is nothing short
of a miracle that the
Aeolian has been able
to con�nue its most
important programs
because of the
generosity of others,
especially since other
arts organiza�ons have

been shu�ered and unable to operate. Your
support gave work to ar�sts, technical teams,
staff, and teachers.

Your support speaks to the strong community
we have here in London and its belief that
universal access to the arts is vital - especially
so during a �me when there are so many
stresses around us.

Con�nued on Page 17

recent arrival in the City of London, from Texas
and he has been working with the choir
holding weekly Zoom™ rehearsals and
organizing another on-line musical produc�on.
Our Ar�s�c and Execu�ve Director has been
performing a piece of piano music almost
every evening since the lockdown started. His
followers from around the world now know
about The Aeolian in London, Ontario.

The Aeolian remains a beacon for diversity and
an example of how musical performance is
good for a community. But for all the good
news, the bad news is that we are not going to
be able to carry on with our programming
beyond the Fall unless we con�nue to receive
your strong financial support to ensure that all
our programmes are able to con�nue, that we
can con�nue to make a difference in the
London Community, playing an important part
in making London the kind of city in which we
all want to live and enjoy our families and
friends.

I want to thank my fellow Board members for
their support over the past year. I especially
want to thank our Ar�s�c & Execu�ve
Director--Clark Bryan and his husband, Bryan
Gloyd for the enormous amount of work they
have done for the organiza�on this past year. I
also want to thank Ma� Wannan, in
management, for his support and John Wiebe
for his leadership of our El Sistema Aeolian
programme.
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HONOURARY PATRON

Internationally acclaimed actor,
producer, cultural icon and singer-

songwriter of hits includingWaiting for
aMiracle andMarina Del Rey

I was honoured to be
asked to be a patron of the

Sistema Aeolian program. I have
made music the centre of my life as

and I know first hand how important it is
to begin early. It's a brilliant program

coordinated by dedicated people. I think
music is God’s way of telling us he's
still around so I am proud to
support these children and this

wonderful program.

t is hard to believe that music was s�ll “live” at the
start of 2020. With COVID in the news, but not yet in

Canada, the Aeolian rang in 2020 with a new stage courtesy of
MelBarr Design Build Limited. Made of Canadian hardwood, the black

stained stage promises to be a beau�ful place for ar�sts to perform long into
our future. With the wood barely dry, the Slocan Ramblers joined us in early

January, followed by friend of the Hall: Brenda McMorrow and her album release
event. Audiences enjoyed Peter Karles’ take on the Police and later, Sunfest warmed
up the house. In February, the always brilliant Yuri Poole performed love songs by
John, Paul, Ringo & George for Valen�ne’s Day and closing in on March Break, we
welcomed the Dreamboats for the last night of their Ontario tour… and the last night
of live music at the Aeolian for what we hoped would be just a few weeks.

Dozens of rentals and Aeolian produc�ons were postponed, and then
postponed again at then end of the year. The stage sat empty, and the Box

Office quiet for months.

I
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AEOLIAN PHOENIX SESSIONS RECORDING AT AEOLIAN

y early Summer, plans were
hatched to launch the Aeolian Phoenix

Sessions. The Sessions provide musicians struggling
without live music performance opportuni�es: a chance to take

the stage and dust the cobwebs off their guitars – and their vocal cords.
Our audiences quickly shi�ed to the online monthly subscrip�on series and

soon Sarah Smith, Aaron Allen, Sonja Gustafson with Bryan Gloyd and Sultans of
String kicked-off our first month in October.

Despite the challenge of scheduling recordings during lock-downs and stay-at-home
orders, the Phoenix Sessions have con�nued every Friday since… and will carry on
through the rest of 2021 and into next year. We are proud to present friends from the
neighbourhood along with Canadian and world class ar�sts to our audience during a
�me when music and the arts have been rela�vely silenced. Of course, we cannot
wait to get back to live music, but we are thrilled to have been able to play a
role in revitalizing the arts through the challenging pandemic of 2020 and

2021.

B

ive music was not lost to the Pandemic of
2020. With 26 produc�ons and two piano recitals in

the first 10 weeks, January and February were strong and a
promising start to the year. During that �me, the Hall saw an overall

audience of just over 4,000 patrons who came out to see everyone from
Royal Wood to Bif Naked to Los Aurora. The recording team produced 14

shows in our new in-house studios for the virtual audience in the last three
months of the year, providing work to over two dozen ar�sts. By the end of
December, the number of subscribers to our online produc�ons was equal to a sell-
out show and, though small, we s�ll managed a Christmas Season with John D. Huston
and the El Sistema Quartet, a special performance by the Pride Men’s Chorus London,
the sensa�onal Andrea Ramalo, the always deligh�ul Dan Needles with special guest
Ian Bell and London classical pianist Dan Luong. Our YouTube Channel con�nued to
grow with impromptu performances and special messages from Jazz Curator Bryan
Gloyd and our Execu�ve & Ar�s�c Director Clark Bryan before we rung in the
New Year with an encore performance of Ma� Alber and the Prime Time Big
Band’s performance of Swingin’ on the Moon.

L
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including:including: universaluniversal

access to music education,access to music education,

social justice initiatives and givingsocial justice initiatives and giving

voice to movements that are core tovoice to movements that are core to

our mission - Black Lives Matter,our mission - Black Lives Matter,

Indigenous Rights as well as those of theIndigenous Rights as well as those of the

LGBTQ2 community locally, nationallyLGBTQ2 community locally, nationally

and around the world. Currently overand around the world. Currently over

12,000 people subscribe to our12,000 people subscribe to our

weekly publication that evenweekly publication that even

includes a column inincludes a column in

French.French.

In the middle of 2020,
the Aeolian launched a new weekly
newsletter, published on Friday

afternoons. More than just a marketing
tool, the newletter provides opportunities
to hear live and recorded music, dig

deeper into the artists who take our stage
and the composers we perform. It has
provoked conversation and addressed

many key issues of the day,

Clark Bryan
— Executive and Artistic Director

“Instead of worrying
about what you cannot
control, shift your energy
to what you can create.”

- Roy T. Benne�
The Light in the Heart

As we are figuring out a way to emerge from
the Pandemic, we have found many silver
linings. Thanks to a recovery grant from the
Ontario Trillium Founda�on, the Aeolian has
installed a state-of-the-art recording studio
capturing both audio and video for
livestreaming and recorded performance. We
can now offer virtual concerts and a blended
model for in-person shows, expanding our
audience regionally, na�onally, and globally.
We’ve constructed online classrooms to offer
our educa�on programs virtually; something
we can keep doing even a�er COVID-19 is
managed. This gives us the opportunity to
expand our reach, offer teaching outside of
our geographic boundaries and help eliminate
transporta�on barriers to our programs. We
have started to curate, research and feature
ar�cles on diversity in our weekly newsle�er,
helping us all learn our history and
understand what brought us to the present.
More importantly though, this project is
helping us reflect and plan a more inclusive
future that con�nues to celebrate our
differences and make change in a more
conscious way.

Please do not be mistaken, we are s�ll
struggling and will need your ongoing support
to get through this. As the government ends its
subsidy programs, we will need to find even
more help transi�oning back to our normal
revenue from opera�ons. We s�ll have staff on
COVID-19 leave, unable to currently afford their
wages. We know we are not alone in this. Rest
assured, we are commi�ed to our future and
know that with the con�nued support of our
community, we will get there!

The words of the great 14th century Persian
poet Hafez keep us industriously naviga�ng our
way forward:

“Stay close to anything
that makes you glad you

are alive.”

- Hafez

The Aeolian’s mission is that gladness to us.
On behalf of the en�re organiza�on and its
community, we are truly grateful!

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
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OUR MISSION:

“Giving Music to Everyone.”

The arts enlighten, inspire and transform
individuals, helping us build strong, healthy and vibrant communities. El Sistema
Aeolian provides an opportunity for children, youth and their communities to
experience a free, intensive, innovative and accessible after school music program. We
provide expert instruction in a nurturing, safe and inclusive environment allowing
participants to develop their full social and musical potential.

OUR VISION: “A world filled with music.”

We see a world in which all children and
youth experience the joy and inspiration of
music. The skills they will learn are transferable
and include social engagement, inclusiveness,
leadership, pursuit of excellence and creative
learning styles. These skills and pathways will
open new horizons and alternative pathways
for these young people. It will assist them to
achieve their full potential and enrich our
communities.

THE GIFT OF MUSIC,
THE GIFT OF COMMUNITY
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BRINGING MUSIC INTO
HEARTS & HOMES

88 Keys to Inspiration is a collaborative
program made possible between D&S Pianos and
The Aeolian. Both organizations and the
community members that donate the pianos
believe that every child should have access to a
quality education, including a rich arts education.

The program matches used pianos needing a new
home with deserving families. Donors receive a
tax receipt for the value of the instrument.

By providing good
quality used pianos to
homes of children who
cannot afford them, D&S
and the Aeolian are able to
give the gift of music in yet
another way!

Thank you as always to our
generous donors, to D&S
for moving the pianos and
to our families for opening
their homes to the gift of
music.

EL SISTEMA AEOLIAN

In-Person Performance

Online Performance

Meals Served before COVID

1
1

4,100

In-Person Teaching Weeks

Virtal Teaching Weeks

Program Participants

23
8

118

It has been more than a year since we
packed nearly 300 participants and
audience members into our beautiful
performance space at our Cronyn
Education campus for an
exhilarating performance
that featured the
instrumental and choral
ensembles of El Sistema
Aeolian, closing with a
rousing rendition of
Grieg’s In The Hall of the
Mountain King played by
full symphonic orchestra.
The week after, life as we
knew it changed.

A desire to continue to
provide a safe and
consistent environment for
children and youth, El
Sistema quickly shifted to
an online model in the
late Spring of 2020, using
Google Classroom as a learning hub. The
rest of the year featured a mix of both in-
person and online teaching, based on the
ebb and flow of provincial guidelines.

Through all the uncertainty, our program
participants maintained all the positivity
and enthusiasm we have come to expect.
Our wonderful teaching team also
demonstrated a great deal of flexibility
and adaption as we all how to navigate a
virtual teaching platform for the first time.
In-person concerts were replaced by

virtual filmed performances, and we were
thrilled with the level of focus and
preparation our participants brought to the
process.

We said goodbye to our senior choir
conductor of three years, Kelly Bylica, who
finished her doctoral work in education at
Western University, and accepted a faculty
position at Boston University. Violin
instructor Sarah Wiebe also left the teaching
team, to pursue her freelancing career and
build a local teaching studio. We were
joined in the fall by Sara-Ann Birken, a

Western University music
education student, who
implemented a virtual choral
ensemble. Our relationship
with the Faculty of Music
continues to be strong, as
several students for the
Community Engaged
Learning program were
placed with the Woodwinds
and Brass class. Their help
was greatly appreciated! We
were also joined by new string
instructors Kelly Larochette
and Tyson Moxley.

The Aeolian is dedicated to
pursuing its mission to enrich
the lives of as many young
people as possible with the

gift of music. Your support of the the hall,
and more specifically of El Sistema Aeolian,
ensures that despite a global pandemic, we
can continue to strive to make this happen.
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PRIDE MEN’S CHORUS LONDON Fusce ac est vitae

heteronormative worldview by inspiring our
audience, the LGBT2Q+ communities and our
broader community through advocacy and
music. We celebrate victories won, we mourn
lives lost, we find unconditional acceptance,
and we celebrate all life in harmony, through
our songs.

Open to men of all racial, ethnic and
religious backgrounds, abilities, sexual
orientations and gender identities.

OUR MISSION:
Pride Men’s Chorus London creates
experiences through choral music that
promotes community, diversity, inclusivity and
excellence. The chorus is open to all men
regardless of sexual orientation or gender
identity. With the goal of combatting
stereotypes and perceptions, we challenge the

OUR STORY
The Pride Men’s Chorus London was proud to
weclome a new Conductor and co-director to the
family in 2020. Erich Knapp joined the Chorus mid-
year and, along with Clark Bryan, supported the
development of programs to bring the Chorus
successfully through the pandemic with the aim of (1)
ensuring that the Chorus remained a safe and viable
community for its members and (2) bringing some
form of live or recorded music to the Aeolian
audience, after having to the cancel five shows
between April and December. Erich moved to London

in August as the Director
of Music and Organist at
First-St. Andrew’s United
Church. Originally from
northern Minnesota, he
has taught music classes,
directed choirs and
taught organ, piano and
voice instruction.
Making the pivot to
weekly online rehearsals,
the chorus quickly
regained their
momentum. Working one
by one, members bravely
took to the Aeolian stage
in December and
performed “He Ain’t

Heavy, He’s My Brother.” Solo after
solo, the recordings were edited into
a complete version... And right on
time for Christmas, the Pride Men’s
Chorus could be heard “united” in
song again. The recording quickly
became the single most viewed
video on the Aeolian Hall’s YouTube
channel and a postive reminder of
the importance of community during
challenging times.
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London’s veryownmulti-award
winning, internationally recognized

singer-songwriter

As a full-time touring artist, I
can say that music IS my life.

Musical influence started young for me. And
my wish is that every child, whether fortunate or

less-fortunate, will be given this wonderful opportunity
in life; to explore their musical abilities and discover

their inner musical creativity.
For the children of our local area, I stand behind the El
Sistema program; a program designed to ensure
that every child, despite their parent’s yearly

salaries, will be given this wonderful
opportunity to play music.
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“I look at El Sistema Aeolian as being an
unmatched social program in this city, a

program that is transformative”
- Dave Southen

A generous gift in mid-2020 saw the
Aeolian receive a substantial collection
of guitars from London philanthropist
and former AHMAA Board Member,
Dave Southen.

Many of the guitars, which Dave has
been collecting for decades, are rare and
valuable - some signed by the likes of
Burton Cummings and blues legend,
Johnny Winter.

From Fender to Gretch to Karol and
Baden, the collection represents a

lifetime love of music and giving. Valued
at over $60,000, some of the guitars are
on display at the Hall while most of the
inventory has been listed for sale.

Musicians, patrons and guitar lovers alike
shared in the excitement of the colletion
which can be viewed online on the
Aeolian’s website and in person by
appointment

“You need to have the arts in your life,
whether it’s fine art, theatre or music. It’s
the one thing that distinguishes us from
other species, the one thing that is

unique to human beings. For me it’s all
about the music. I think a life without

music in it is a life unlived.”
- Dave Southen
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AEOLIAN ART SHOWS FROM CLARK’S STUDIO

Executive Director, Clark Bryan has
performed and recorded a piece of
music every day since the Aeolian
temporarily closed its doors in March
2020 ensuring that music does not go
silent in these unusual and challenging
times for the art

The arts can be seen as a luxury for
those who have the time or the money
to enjoy them, but our goal has been to
provide universal access to music.

We must communicate from a place of
love.

Throughout 2020, the Aeolian held
virtual Art Shows, displaying and selling the
works of local artists online through our
website and weekly newsletter.

In a year where access to gallery space was
entirely eliminated for most, the Artful
Dodgers and the Shady Artists of London
found a home for their work at Aeolian Hall.

Quick Facts:
• Twelve London based artists featured
• Sales were approximately 30% of exhibited works
• Aeolian received a 30% commission on all sales to
support our mission

• A meaningful opportunity for artists to display
their work during the pandemic

• Supports local artists, their work and their
livelihood.

Many of us can recall an experience of
listening to a work performed without
love. It can be a good performance.
Everyone will know and feel that

something is missing. The ingredient of
love shifts the “good” to “sublime” or

“ecstatic.

- Clark Bryan

Clark recorded 246 piano
arrangements in 2020 totalling more
than 24 hours of music including
compositions by contemporary and
historical musicians representing

countless countries and ethnicities as
well a substantial volume of women

writers.

A True Work of Art
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AEOLIAN HALLClark Bryan and the Aeolian were
featured on the U.S. Television
program Paranormal Night Shift in
October 2020. The documentary
followed Clark and the early days after
his purchase of the Hall. Clark
experienced everything fom
interrupted performances to the
sensation of never being alone.

“Getting used to the sounds of an old
building was one thing... but there
were strange things going on.”

Paranormal Night Shift can be seen on
the Travel & Escape Network. As for
the ghosts, that is for you to
experience.

The Hall continued with the installation
of new sound, light and recording
equipment throughout 2020 including

a retrofit on the ground level that includes
a recording studio.

With upgrades to the wireless
infrastructure, livestreaming or broadcast
of live events - both inside the Hall and
into your living room are now a reality.

Scaffolding has been up for much of the
year as volunteer Steve Elson continues to
paint the auditorium from top to bottom.
The Hall will welcome live guests back to a
rejuvenated environment.
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A TOUCHSTONE TO OUR PAST
AN ASSET FOR OUR PRESENT
A LAUNCHPAD TO OUR FUTURE

Our programs take residency in two designated
heritage sites: Aeolian Hall & Bishop Cronyn
Memorial Place.

The Aeolian Hall was built in 1884 by the then
Village of East London as a new town hall. Since
that time, it has been many things, including the
first branch location of the London Public
Library, the Oddfellows Hall, Warder’s Radio, the
Forest City Gallery and a Fire Hall. The historic
venue has hosted events of national
significance, including the first ever meeting of
the Canadian league of the NAACP in 1927
while the balcony was used to hand out food
stamps during the War.

Bishop Cronyn Memorial Place was built
in 1873 and is the second oldest church in
the City of London. Consecreated by
Bishop Isaac Hellmuth, the original plans -
drawn on linen and preserved in diocese
vaults - were executed by Toronto church
architect, Henry Langley who would go on
to be the first Chair, Department of
Architecture at the University of Toronto.

Aeolian Hall
795 Dundas Street at Rectory Street

Bishop Cronyn Memorial Place
442 William Street at Queen’s Avenue
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BISHOP CRONYN

MEMORIAL PLACE

After leasing Bishop Cronyn
Memorial Place from the diocese of
Huron since 2015, the Aeolian Musical
Arts Association continues to move
forward with a purchase agreement with
the diocese.

In addition to providing a space for Aeolians’
education and outreach programs, the former
sanctuary at Cronyn is a spectacular performance
space in its own right. Superior acoustics and
beautiful Gothic-revival decor provide an additional
space for productions and rentals.

Cronyn continues to be a popular meeting place in
the community, with many visitors enjoying the
gardens tended to by Aeolian volunteers.
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Each week, the Aeolian newsletter has looked back at our history, and forward to our
future in a search for equality for all people. We have asked "why," we have celebrated
successes, and we have remembered - and reminded - that there is still much work to be
done. Love and respect for our fellow human beings is the only path that promises peace,
equality and human dignity.

These curated narratives and videos have been saved to Aeolian's Community Portal. This
is and will continue to be a work in progress where we archive stories important to the
voices we feature each week in the Our History: Our Future column of the newsletter.

We will always advocate for the rights of Canada's Indigenous people, the LGBTQ2
community and support the Black Lives Matter movement. Not just a repository of
historical information, we also highlight upcoming events, online resources, and stories
and videos that shine light on the challenges to and achievements of the movement
toward equality for all people.

We cannot do this alone. We always want to hear from you and include your stories. We
welcome submissions and would be happy to interview you or research a topic or event
that has not been covered. The more we know, the more our readers know, the better
we can understand each other as humans who are equal, humans who have dignity, and
humans that deserve to have their stories honoured.

From the slave chapel to the freedom bell, from Tecumseh to Addie Aylestock, if there is
a story to tell, we’re telling it. This project is helping us reflect and plan a more inclusive
future that continues to celebrate our differences and make change in a more conscious
way.

Owning the
heritage facility will
provide a stable,
long-term home for
El Sistema and other
Aeolian programs,
and ensures that an
important heritage
building will
continue as a
cornerstone of
community.

EQUITY & INCLUSION: COMMUNITY PORTAL



HONOURARY PATRON

Singer, composer, producer and publisher at
the centre of the Canadian folkmusic scene

for 50 years.

El Sistema Aeolian is
convincingly positive for all

involved, and the
children's lives will be forever
enriched as a result. Bravo for

this amazing
undertaking.
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NEARLY 10,000 PEOPLE ATTENDED AN AEOLIAN PRODUCTION
IN PERSON OR ONLINE

ONLINE AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Instagram: Instagram.com/TheAeolian

YouTube: YouTube/user/mia795de

Twitter: Twitter.com/AeolianHall

Facebook: Facebook.com/TheAeolian

Email: info@aeolianhall.ca

Website: AeolianHall.ca

1600
LIKES ON
FACEBOOK

41,869
FACEBOOK
VIEWS

2,000+
FOLLOWERS
ON INSTAGRAM

WEB HITS
PER MONTH

1,000+
NEWSLETTER
SUBSCRIBERS

12,000+

4,600
VIDEO VIEWS



V��������� ��� ��� ���� ����� ������ ��
��� ���� �� ��� ����� ��� ������� ����
������’� ����������, ��������� ������,
��������, ��� ���� ����� ������ ���

�������.
— Erma Bombeck

The Aeolian and its programs could not operate
without the assistance of many volunteers. They help
run events, programs, facilities and assist with office
work.

In a normal year our volunteer to full-
time staff ratio is 42:1.

This year, despite the
pandemic closures, our
volunteers still spent
hundreds of hours

supporting recorded
productions,
maintenance and yard
work, archiving and
general administration.

We can never thank or recognize our volunteers
enough, and we truly would not function
without them. They are an integral part of our
mission to see lives changed through the power
of music.
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VOLUNTEERISM BOARD OF DIRECTORS, STAFF & TEACHERS

AHMAA BOARD
Dr. Paul Cooper, Board chair
Susan Soney, Vice-chair
Darryl Fabiani, Treasurer
Luke Baylis, Director
Sandi Caplan, Director
Déguène Diop, Director
Mike Hanson, Director
Vimla Harry, Director
Bill Jansen, Director (2021)
Elana Johnson, Director
Jack Malkin, Director

AEOLIAN HALL TEAM
Clark Bryan, Executive & Artistic Director
Matt Wannan, General Manager
Mark Payne, Production & Marketing
Bryan Gloyd, Bookkeeper, Jazz Curator
Christoph Babin, Sound Technician
Charles Lipscombe, Caretaker
Jason Plant, Videographer
Ashley Plant, Technical Support
Wendy Perry, Box Office Coordinator
John Wiebe, El Sistema Coordinator
Ailene Wittstein, El Sistema Coordinator

EL SISTEMA AEOLIAN TEACHING TEAM
Clark Bryan, Program director
John Wiebe, String instructor; conductor (2019-20, 2020-21)
Jeffrey Komar, String instructor; conductor (2019-20, 2020-21)
Kelly Larochette, String instructor (2020-21)
Sonya Nanos, Cello instructor (2019-20, 2020-21)
Bruce Hoadley, Wind/Brass instructor, conductor (2019-20, 2020-21)
Tyson Moxley, String instructor (2020-21)
Sarah Wiebe, String instructor (2020-21)
Sarah-Ann Birkin, Choral instructor , conductor (2020-21)
Kelly Bylica, Choral instructor, conductor (2020-21)
Morgan Kuepfer, Chorial instructor, conductor(2020-21)

PRIDE MEN’S CHORUS LONDON
Clark Bryan, Collaborative pianist;

co-director
Erich Knapp, Conductor, co-director,
Doug Cottrell, Choir coordinator

Biographies of
Aeolian Board
Members can be
viewed online at:
www.aeolianhall.ca
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TheWalter J Blackburn
Foundation
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DONOR CAMPAIGNS 2020 DONORS AND SPONSORS

Our history is long. Our impact is immeasurable.

For 135 years we have stood as a beacon of renewal, of hope, and of community in
London’s Old East Village. We are proud to share our story: because it has only just
begun. At Aeolian Hall, we celebrate the generosity of our donors and volunteers.
We treat every gift as special, no matter the size. A small gift for today, a larger gift for
the year, or a long term pledge to ensure a sustained legacy all play a role in building
a better community.

Vital programs like El Sistema Aeolian are shaping the lives of our next generation of
leaders and philanthropists: our participants care about the community, the
environment, and the world they live in: just like you.

In 2020, the Aeolian Hall Musical Arts Association with three core campaigns: the El
Sistema Patron Program, the Gift of Music Campaign and the Legacy Campaign.
Each campaign is designed to build a stronger foundation for our work and to ensure
a brighter future for all of our patrons and program participants.

The Aeolian Legacy Campaign
The Aeolian Legacy Campaign helps us to present excellence in performance and
continue to offer and create revolutionary arts programs that build better
communities.

The Gift of Music Campaign
The Gift of Music Campaign donation supports more than 115 Children between the
ages of 6 and 18 to play in orchestras, sing in choirs and enjoy a healthy dinner and
snack. All of these experiences are 100% free, helping fill the gap between those
receiving an enriched music education and those who do not.

The El Sistema Patron Program
This program gives the “Gift of Music” and makes an investment in the lives of youth
in our community. Your longer term commitment supports the opportunity to
experience and learn music while cultivating teamwork, mutual respect, compassion
and leadership. The El Sistema Patron Program provides the needed stability to
operate, develop and expand this program to youth in our community.

Please visit http://aeolianhall.ca/support-the-aeolian/ for more information on our donor
campaigns

El Sistema Patron Program

Platinum Patron
$2000 Annually for Three Years

Gold Patron
$1000 Annually for Three Years

Silver Patron
$500 Annually for Three Years

HonouraryPatrons

Bronze Patron
$250 Annually for Three Years

Clark Bryan
Chris Collins & Elana Johnson

Paul Strickland & Janice Strickland
Dr. Paul Cooper & Mr. David Hiebert

E.F.T.O. Thames Valley
Occasional Teachers
Nicholas J. Koppert
Robert Siskind

Alejandra Valencia

Matt Alber (2017)
Royal Wood (2017)
Marc Jordan (2018)
Valdy (2019)

Yuri Poole (2019)
Sarah Smith (2019)

Wes & Ashley Ivine
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Giftof Music — El Sistema Campaign

Conductor
$5,000+

CANADA LIFE
CHINESE CANADIAN NATIONAL COUNCIL (LONDON)

JANET DEVEREUX
SHEFFER POTTER MUCHAN INC.

WOCO FOUNDATION

Sustainer
$1,000 - $4,999

DAVID CRAWFORD
CRAIG NATHANSON
RUTH NOBLE

OPTIMIST CLUB OF FANSHAWE EAST
SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH
DAVID SOUTHEN

BETTY ANNE YOUNKER

Benefactor
$500 - $999

ROBERT ATKINSON
CHRIS COLLINS & ELANA JOHNSON

FRIENDS OF THE LONDON CIVIC GARDEN
KAREN JOHNSON

DAVID & ANN SPENCE
LIZ THOMPSON

HONOURARY PATRON

Juno Nominee,music collaborator and
writer of critically acclaimed Canadian
albumsGhost Light and Ever After the

Farewell.

Nothing develops a young
mind more successfully, not sets

them in the right path quicker than the
arts and the proper after school program to
go with it. El Sistema Aeolian levels the
playing field and allows more than just the
privileged children an opportunity to expand
their mind and abilities. El Sistema gives

children the tools to change the
world for the better. Fellow

$250 - $499

TERESA AINSWORTH
WILLIAM GIRT

WILLIAM HORNE & ELIZABETH PARMETER
MICHAEL KING



JEANETTE BOTZ

DAWN BRYCE

MONTY CAPLAN

MICHELE CARTER

DANA COPELAND

CAROLYN CORCORAN

JACQUIE & WYNN

DOWNING

SPENCER EXPERTS INC.

APRIL HALL

DONALD HEATON LEE

IVAN IGLESIAS

JOANNE JONES

PAT MATTHEWS

MARK MILLER

NANCY JOYAL

WENDY YUANYUAN

PANG

BENTE ROWE

ELIZABETH RUBY

RONALD SCHRODER

KACEY SISKIND

SUSAN SIZE

SUE SONEY

NEVILLE THOMPSON

KIRK WALLIS

MATTHEW WANNAN

KATE WHALE

AILENE WITTSTEIN

MARY ARNOLD

DAVID BAKER

MICHELLE BELCOURT

MARK BROTHERSTON

CHRIS BROWN

DEBORAH CARTER

SUSAN DEAN

LINDA DEFOA KEMP

LAURIE DETENBECK

JANA FEAR

SCOTT FOWLER

PATRICIA GALLIN

NANCY GILLESPIE

LAURA GIRT

BERN HALL

EVELYN HARRISON

RAVI HOOKOOM

ANDREW & CINDY

HOUSE

SANDRA JONES

LINDA KEARNEY

DONALD KILPATRICK

DAVE KIRK

BRIAN LEE

JOHN MACKEIGAN

SUSAN MACPHAIL

DEBBIE NEUFERT

CHRISTOPHER NORTON

BERNICE O’KEEFE

JAMIEL PERRY

DONAL REA

MARK ROGERS

WENDY SABY

BOB SALVARAKIS

HAROLD SAUNDERS

PIRKKO SHELDRICK

LINDA SPEERS

M. CHRISTNE STEWART

CAROL ANNE VAN

BOXTEL

DARLENE WHEATLEY

CATHERINE WILKINS

WAYNE WOLANSKI

YANFEI WU

Ambassador
$50 - $99

Friend
$25 - $49
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SANDRA ADKIN

SANDIE CAMPBELL

HUGH JOHN COOK

JANET CORMIER

J. NOREEN DE SHANE

EMMA DONOGHUE

AĲA DREIMANIS

JOSEPH DRISKILL

STEPHEN ELSON

MARGARET FOX

VICKI L. GERTH

DAVID GILLIES

MAGGIE HARSANYI

ROBERT HEACOCK & VIMLA

HARRY

DOUGLAS & CHERYL LESTER

RAY LLOYD

THE GOOD LOVELIES

SCOTT MAJERNIK

ANDREW MARSHALL

DAVID MCPHERSON

DORA-LYNN MELNIK

MILLIE NORRY

CLAIRE & DON ORGAN

MICHAEL & HEIDI PECK

PAT PETTIT

MICHELLE PLOUFFE

ROBERT GERHARD PRATT

JIM ROBSON

WANDA SAWICKI

JOHN SCHUCHT

JILL SIMMONS

JEFFREY STOKES

ELIZABETH VAN DONGEN

KEN WALSH

Contributor
$100 - $249



Fellow
$250 - $499

Contributor
$100 - $249

TERESA AINSWORTH

MARLENE BENNY

MOIRA BURKE

HERNAN CASTRO

CATHERINE CHARLTON

CAROL CLELAND

TED CLEMENT

BENEVITY COMMUNITY

IMPACT

ANNICK DEAKIN

JEFF EAMES

JOEL FAFLAK

BETH HENNING

TED KELLY

WALTER LENNY

KAREN LILLEY

KATHERINE MARSHALL

KATHY MCCOY

KELLEY MCKEATING & BRUCE

JONES

FRANCES & DONALD MENARD

MIKE & KATHY ROSSER

BENTE ROWE

CHRISTOPHER ROWE

AL SLIVINSKI

MARGARET SZILASSY & ALAN

KRUEGER

JOHN THOMPSON

RENNY THOMSON

ROBERT WALLACE

JOHN PETER WIEBE

AILENE WITTSTEIN

BRENDA WYLIE
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Legacy Campaign Donors

Impressario
$50,000+

DAVE SOUTHEN

Conductor
$5,000 - $49,999

Sustainer
$1,000 - $4,999

THE GOOD FOUNDATION INC.

Benefactor
$500 - $999

JUSTIN AMANN
LUKE BAYLIS
JULIE CLARKE
KATE DELANEY
SUZANNE EDMONDSON
JANICE ELLOWAY
SUSAN GRIEVE

GORD & MARIA
HARDCASTLE

LORRAINE JORDEN
JACOB MALKIN
VICKI OLDS
THOMAS PEACE
JEFFREY G. ROBB

SUE SONEY
DOUG SOUTHEN
ALEX & HUNTER STUART
STEPHEN VIRAGOS
TERRY WEST
JANET WOMBWELL

JOHN ASSURAS

BRENDA ATKINSON

WILLIAM BABICHUK

RUSSELL BAILEY

DIANA BARR

LORNA BAYLISS

BRENDA BEAUDOIN

DENNIS BEKER

SUSAN BENTLEY

KEVIN & DAPHNE BICE

TOM BIRD

PHYLLIS BRADY

PIERRE BUSSIERES

DON & JUDY CAMPBELL

MURRAY CARDIFF

BRIAN CAREY

LOUISE CARROLL

JILLIAN COCHRANE

BRUCE & MARY LOIS COOPER

MARK COSTELLO

STEVE COULAHAN

JAMES CRESSMAN

LINDA DAMORE

HELENE DESRUISSEAUX

MARY DEVER

LEE DONELY

ANNE DONKERVOORT

GORD DRIMMIE

RENEE ELLIS & GARY RENLUND

JANICE ELLOWAY

KENN & PEGGY ANNE

ENDEAN

BOB FLETCHER

MATTHEW FLUTER

MAREN FOSTER

ERNA & PHILIP FOWLER

GIL GARRATT & FAMILY

MARILYN GAZLEY

ALLAN GEDALOF

ARLENE GLADSTONE

KYLE GOETTL

KRISTEN GOODMAN

RUBY GREWAL & ALEX ADGIRA

DANIEL HALL

ELAINE HALL

MARION HALL

RHONDA HALLBERG

DONALD HEATON LEE

ROBERT HEGELE

JESSE HELMER

CRIS HODGINS

DAVID HOGG

J. CRAIG HUNT

PETER HYLAND

BILL JANSEN

JOANNE JONES

EMIL KASZOWSKI

WILLIAM KEHEW

DON KELLY

STEVE KILLIP

JUDITH KUTT

JACQUELINE LAWRENCE

RENEE LE MARIE

ELAINE LEE

LESLEE LEFTERUK

AMS PHOENIX LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT FUND

BARROW BALDWIN
CLARK BRYAN

ERIC & NANCY BRYAN
SANDI CAPLAN
NANCY CARERE
PAUL COOPER &
DAVID HIEBERT

FINCH MOTORS
BRYAN GLOYD
MIKE HANSON

ROBERT HEACOCK &
VIMLA HARRY

WILLIAM HORNE &
ELIZABETH PARMETER
ANDREW & CINDY

HOUSE

THE LAWSON
FOUNDATION
ANDY LESTER
MIKE MEDDAOUI
RUTH NOBLE
BOB & SHELLEY

SISKIND
JAMES WOLFSTON
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Ambassador
$50 - $99

AUDREY & DOUGLAS

LOBSINER

KEVIN LOVE

SCOTT LOWREY

LINDA LUCAS

CORREY LUDWAR

STEPHEN MACDOUGALL

TIM MAJOCHA

MIRIAM MANN

JANICE MARK

ANDREW MARSHALL

KATHY MARSHMAN

JANE MAY

CHRISTIANE MCALISTER

SANDY MCCABE

YVETTE MCDERMOTT

MCFARLAN ROWLANDS

INSURANCE BROKERS

GLORIA MCGINN-MCTEER

TIM MCGRENERE

MARY MCKENZIE

BETH MCLELLAN

GARY & SHARRON

MCMILLAN

JENNIFER MCRAE

NANCY MILLER

BEVERLY MILLS

LLOYD MONTEITH

DWIGHT MOULIN

CAROLYN MURRAY

ELAINE NAU

ARTHUR NEEDLES

STEVEN O’NEIL

H. ELIZABETH PARMETER

WENDY PERRY

PAT PETTIT

MELISSA PICKERING

HERVE H. POIRIER

REG QUINTON

GARY RAINS

LESLIE RAND

BARBARA RAND & OLAF

PLOTZKE

CHARLES REID

DONNA ROBINSON

WENDY RYAN

WENDY SABY

PAT SCHNARE

WENDY SCHNEIDMILLER

PIRKKO SHELDRICK

BLAINE SHILLINGTON

GEORGE SPANOS

BRIAN SPEED

JUDY STIRLING

KEN SUMNALL

LYNN TREMAIN

JILLIAN TRYBEL

LEONA VANDYK

PAULA VERBRUGGHE

PHIL WALDIE

STEVE WALTERS

DAVID WANNAN

SUSAN WAUGH

JAMES WILLIAMS

JAN WILLIAMS HUNTER

DEBRA WILSON-MACLEOD

WALTER KEITH WOODS

BETTY ANNE YOUNKER

Aeolian Hall and the Aeolian
Hall Musical Arts Association
is a registered Charitable
Organization. Our finances
are approved by a Board of
Directors and audited
annually. Donors and
interested parties can review
our financials on the Canada
Revenue Agency by visiting
the link on our website at
www.aeolianhall.ca/donate.

14%

29.8%

46.50%

3.80%
5.90%

REVENUE
Production Grants Dona�ons Bar Revenue Sponsorship

26%

11%

2%44%

12%

5%

EXPENSES
Facili�es El Sistema Bar Administra�on Produc�on PMCL

https://


THE AEOLIAN HALL
795 DUNDAS STREET - LONDON - ONTARIO - N5W 2Z6

(519) 672-7950
WWW.AEOLIANHALL.CA INFO@AEOLIANHALL.CA


